
ANDHRA PRADESH STATE ROAD TRANSPORT CORPORATION.

O/o the VC & MD,
MSRD-HYD-20,

 Dy.CME(COMP)/STOINS/96.EDP. DT.20-08-1996.

To,
All Depot Managers,
APSRTC.

Sub:DEPOT COMPUTERISATION PROJECT- GENERATION OF VEHICLE-
                                 WISE CONSUMPTION TO STOINS MODULE UNDER DCP-REG.

&&&

VICE CHAIRMAN & MANAGING DIRECTOR has directed that every Depot manager shall 
generate Vehhicle-wise consumption Analysis statement and also a new statement giving for 12 months 
through computers in the STOINS module.The present STOINS module gives the monthly Vehicle-
Wise consumption Analysis statement for only one month.The program for generation of vehicle-wise 
consumption for the 12 months of any year is now made ready by computers department at head 
Office. The Zonal core group members through a copy of this letter are being instructed to port this 
program at all the depots, which are computerized so far in the Zone.
 

As VICE CHAIRMAN & MANAGING DIRECTOR is very particular that this report should 
be generated and put to use regularly. You are hereby instructed to ensure that the STQINS module is 
not only implemented but also continued without discontinuing of the same module in any month in 
future. Any discontinuation will be viewed seriously hereafter.

The new report titled "Cumulative Vehicle wise Consumption Analysis" gives the details of 
monthly consumption for  the  12 months  with details  like  Make.  Age of  the  vehicle  in  years  and 
kilometers, number of Complete Overhauls (COs) done. For this report to be meaningful and correct, 
in  MTS2 transactions  vehicle Nos.  should be given without  fail  and correctly.  Also,  the  VEMAS 
module should be implemented and the master files should have the correct and full information, as the 
data regarding KMs., age of the vehicle and complete overhauls, is taken from VEMAS module. It is 
once again reiterated the importance of the implementation of all the modules and the usage, duly 
discontinuing the manual reports.

In the light of VICE CHAIRMAN & MANAGING DIRECTOR'S instructions, you are hereby 
instructed to ensure to instruct the concerned and also bestow your personal attention to see that the 
above mentioned reports are generated and put to use.

Depot Managers shall take out three copies   each of the monthly.

a)Vehicle-wise Consumption Analysis Statement (for the month)
b)Cumulative Vehicle-wise Consumption Analysis Statement (upto the month)

These Statements will be inspected regularly.

Sd/-
CHIEF ENGINEER(C&IT)



Copy to: EDs(Zones) for information
Copy to: All RMs.   They are requested to ensure prompt necessary action.
Copy to: Dy.CMEs of   all Zones for necessary action.
Copy to: SM(M&C):KRMR/CDP/HYD/VJA/NLR Zone and PrincipahVZM/WL.They are advised to 

depute the Zonal Core Group Members to collect the modified STOINS program to port in 
all the computerised Depots in the Zone by 28^ August, 96 WITHOUT FAIL.


